
Minimum Requirements
	Microsoft® Windows® 2000, XP, Server 2003 or Vista
 Microsoft® .NET Framework 2.0

Recommended Requirements
 2 GHz CPU or faster
 1 GB RAM
 Microsoft® Word Viewer 2003 (free download) to run Microsoft® Word 

reports
 Microsoft® Internet Explorer 6.0 or higher to view HTML (MHT) 

reports
 Microsoft® MDAC 2.8 or higher (to import from an SQL database)
 An Internet connection capable of accessing XML web services (to 

receive automatic updates)
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Powerful Adhoc Drilldown 
Capabilities

PrEmIum GigA UltimAtE
VAntAGE 

Import up to 6GB of  
log file data

Import an unlimited 
amount of log file data

Import organizational 
structure and collate 
existing reports 

Secure, web-based, 
report distribution

Import an unlimited 
amount of log file data

Import organizational 
structure and collate 
existing reports 

DOWNLOAD YOUR FREE 
FULLY FUNCTIONAL 30 DAY TRIAL AT

www.webspy.com
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WebSpy Vantage is an award winning analysis and reporting 
software solution that provides an interactive reporting 
interface into all areas of Internet, email and network usage 
within an organization.

The comprehensive information provided by Vantage can 
assist in maximizing employee productivity through the 
encouragement of responsible usage of system resources. 
Vantage can also help administrators monitor security risks, 
and identify and resolve network problems.

Maximize Employee Productivity

 Identify misuse by monitoring which sites are being 
viewed, for how long, what is being downloaded, and by 
whom.

 Ensure compliance with Internet acceptable usage 
policies by checking time limits on recreational browsing, 
as well as confirming that restricted content is not being 
accessed by certain individuals or departments.

 Monitor email and instant messaging activity to protect 
the transmission of confidential information and control 
non-work related communication.

Strengthen Security Controls

 Verify the configuration of the network’s firewall and its 
control of network traffic.

 Identify and investigate security breaches.
 Determine the source of email viruses and investigate 

their organizational impact.

Improve Network Management

 Improve the management of network resources and 
diagnose network problems.

 Assess bandwidth usage and identify excessive 
downloading from particular websites, of specific files, 
and by which employee.

 Examine logon activity and unauthorized file access.

Report on Website Statistics

 View reliable statistics of your organization’s own website 
including, but not limited to; number of visits, pages 
viewed, time spent per visit, and referring websites.

 Publish valuable reports on website statistics and use 
these to improve the website’s design and functionality.

See it all with VAntAGE 
Want to know if employees are misusing your Internet resources?

Want to know when your security measures are not working properly?

Want to know how to improve the performance of your network?

In short, Vantage empowers you to see it all with intuitive 
high-level analysis and powerful drill down capabilities that 
enable you to identify the root of the problem.

The2008
Western Australia State Award Winner

 











Key Features - VAntAGE   
 Import text or SQL log data from a wide variety of 3rd 

party vendor products, or Windows Event logs, directly 
from servers or workstations on your network. For a list 
of supported log formats visit:  
http://www.webspy.com/resources/logformats.aspx

 Interactively drilldown into any area of log data to 
interrogate specific events. 

 Generate a wide variety of default reports and create 
your own custom report templates. Reports can be 
generated in HTML, Microsoft® Word, CSV and Text 
formats. 

 Represent raw log data more meaningfully using Aliases. 
For example, transform logged data into real user names, 
and group them into departments. Group IP addresses 
into subnets, or long user-agent strings into browsers and 
other applications.

 Categorize web site URLs, email subject lines, instant 
message chats and any other logged data using 
customizable Keyword Profiling technology.

 Schedule any action, such as Importing and Reporting, 
to occur at convenient times such as overnight or on 
weekends.

 Import users, departments, locations and any other 
organizational unit from data in LDAP, LDIF, or CSV and 
conveniently use imported organizational structure in 
reports, filters, and ad-hoc analysis. 

 Vantage now use multithreading techniques to utilizes the 
extra processing power on machines with multiple cores 
or CPUs to import log files and generate reports 30-50% 
faster. 

 
http://www.webspy.com/products/vantage

Vantage Ultimate is WebSpy latest innovative solution that 
incorporates all innovative Vantage features as well as being 
able to satisfy the surging organizational need of distributing 
information - securely and responsibly.

Vantage Ultimate ascertains a company’s organizational 
structure and provides secure web-based access to 
potentially sensitive reports to any, or all, members in an 
organization. 

Further information

Securely Distribute Information & Responsibility

 Securely distribute sensitive reports to managers via 
a web interface, showing the activity of their direct 
subordinates.

 Share the responsibility of enforcing acceptable usage 
across your organization.

Drive Responsible Behavior

 Enable employees to conduct their own ad-hoc analyses 
to view their productive and non-productive activity. 

 Employees who understand the organizational costs of 
their personal unproductive activities are more likely to 
modify their own behavior.

Provide Full Disclosure & Increase Acceptance

 Provide employees with full disclosure regarding the 
information recorded about them.

Self Serve, On-Demand Investigation

 Distribute original data storages to any of your 
employees, enabling them to conduct their own ad-
hoc investigations. For example, distribute storages 
to security managers enabling them to investigate the 
activity of a specific employee with access to confidential 
and sensitive information.

VAntAgE UltimAtE
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Powerful Interactive Drilldown Functionality


